
NORDIC STONE

Heavy Contract Luxury 
Vinyl Stone Plank

Nordic Stone is a large format 914 X 914 tile 
collection available in six beautiful colourways; 
choose from light natural marbles through to 
dark textured slate finishes.

This is a heavy contract tile suitable for 
commercial spaces with heavy wear such as 
reception areas, breakout spaces and 
collaboration zones. 



Chalk

Sand SmokeSlate

Pearl Rust
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INSTALL INSPIRATION
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NORDIC STONE

914.4 x 914.4 mm
2.5mm
0.55mm
5.02 m2

20mm
0.055mm
Pass
6-8 Dependent on Design 
33 - Heavy Commercial use 
42 - General Industrial use

>  1.0x1013 Ω
>  1x1016 Ω

Rubber sole: -0.3kV R10
0.005m2 K/W
0 - no change
Lw 2 dB
w 0.05
Bfl - s1
28ºC

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

Dimensions
Total Thickness
Wear Layer
Pack Size

Flexibility
Residual Indentation
Castor Chair Test
Colour fastness to artificial light
Usage category

Electrical resistance
Method A, vertical resistance
Method C, horizontal resistance

Static Electrical Propensity
Slip Resistance
Thermal Resistance
Staining & Resistance to Chemicals
Impact Sound Insulation
Sound absorption
Classification of Burning Behaviour 
Underfloor Heating

With 10 Year Commercial Wear 
Guarantee

Please email info@plusfloor.com for full 
technical specification details or 
sampling.

PREPARATION AND INSTALLATION

A survey of your floor prior to installation will ensure that the necessary preparation, 
albeit screeding or ply-boarding will guarantee your ruutu Nordic Stone product looks 
and performs at its best once installed.

Please note that all ruutu vinyl products should be left to acclimatise in the intended location of 
fitting 48 hours prior to installation.

For planks and tiles that require adhesive we recommend either a pressure sensitive or high 
temperature adhesive. For full installation instructions please email info@plusfloor.com reference 
technical data requirements.

The NORDIC STONE collection is a heavy contract tile suitable for 
commercial spaces with heavy wear such as receptions areas, break-out 
spaces and collaboration zones.
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